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Chapter 1 
Tyrannosaurus rex 

 
The world was upside down. This couldn’t be happening. A person she trusted…not a 

person she liked particularly, but a person she trusted…someone who should know better…and 
now this. Someone help me! She could think the plea but she could not speak it. Grady was 
such a fool to come to this Arizona desert in midsummer. Incredible heat penetrated her clothing 
as she lay on her back; it was like stretching out on a griddle, and she could not move a muscle 
to lift herself away from it. Not a muscle. 

Vicious sunlight, unbearable light, burned her face and forced her eyes shut, yet her 
hearing was much magnified. She could detect footsteps in the gravelly dirt, as if they were right 
beside her. Giant footsteps. Heavy breathing. Amplified, like a five-foot box speaker. A person I 
trusted. How could I have trusted? 

The sunlight winked away, leaving horrible brightness, but no direct, burning rays. 
Shadow. A dinosaur foot made the shadow. In slow motion, like the slo-mo stop action in a 
hokey TV series, it rose above her head, blocking the sun, and came down at her face. 

She could not move a muscle. 
 
“‘There was a day, one day; a moment, one moment; buried somewhere in the millennia 

when but a single dinosaur remained. His brethren of the past were gone. The eons to come 
would never see his kind again. He was the sole survivor, the final living member of the only 
species left. The last dinosaur.’ 

“A grabber, right? Cataclysmic! The most dramatic moment possible in the history of the 
earth, just as the final dinosaur is kicking in. Talk about the end of the age! This is our lead 
copy; we’re building all our promos off it one way or another.” 

The young man pocketed his sheet of copy and extended his hand. His blow-dried shock 
of sandy hair riffled in a gentle evening breeze. “I’m Samuel Menninger.” 

“Joe Rodriguez, Phoenix Metro Homicide.” Joe shook hands with this eager-puppy 
assistant producer and mentally welcomed the breeze. Today had been a scorcher as only a 
July day in Arizona can scorch. And despite that it was past six, for him the day was just 
beginning. 

The lab van stood parked not far from Joe’s green MG Midget. And here came 
Gretchen. Good. He’d been with this Menninger for less than two minutes and already was tired 
of him. 

Gretchen Wiemer came bounding up, her blond hair bobbing. At almost five-ten she was 
only an inch or so shorter than Joe, and she practically towered over the five-eight Menninger. 
“The crew’s done with the dinosaur. Ron’s about done with the body. Glad you’re here.” 

“Where are we?” 
“This way.” She led off up a well-stirred gravel trail. 
Sam Menninger fell in alongside Joe. “The Pinal County sheriff insisted we touch nothing 

until you got here, but we did put a sheet over the…uh, over…yes.” 
Little knots of people still stood around here and there, mumbling, heads together. These 

were supposed to be hotshots from a major Hollywood film production company, but they 
rubbernecked exactly like everyone else, trying to look unconcerned as they gawked. 

Joe knew this area intimately, this patch of uneven, ragged desert beyond Apache 
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Junction that snuggled up against the south skirts of the Superstitions. Once a year in this 
particular compound, the Phoenix Dons organization put on a spectacular demonstration for 
valley newcomers, an introduction to the area. They brought in Hopi ladies to make that 
wonderful thin corn bread called piki. They arranged demonstrations of everything from lizards 
to gold panning. They took their guests on hikes and nature walks. They brought out strangers 
who thought deserts were barren wastes and sent them back to town appreciating the 
matchless beauty of drylands. 

Especially in this area, the desert was indeed matchless. The bajada, a skirt of eroded 
rock and gravel around the base of the barren mountains, sloped steeply here in some spots 
and gently in others. The Dons’ grounds perched on one such gentle wave, mostly level, with a 
curve so soft you hardly noticed you were walking up- and downhill. To the south the bajada 
leveled out and spread into a flat, featureless basin. Through that basin ran a major highway. 
Up here, peace reigned, and old friends. Sturdy saguaro cactus, lacy head-high creosote 
bushes, orange and gray-green lichen on the craggy rocks, the tiny hidden mammillaria cactus, 
they were all familiar friends to Joe. He loved this area. 

But not what someone had done in it. And for some vague reason he dreaded coming 
here today. Menninger stopped at the yellow tape. Joe and Gretchen slipped under it into the 
arcane domain of investigating authorities. Gretchen whipped the blood-soaked sheet aside. 
Melissa Baugh still lay sprawled flat on her back on the torrid desert caliche. All around her 
battered face tumbled honey blond hair with just a tint of strawberry. Surely it must have come 
out of a bottle, but it was gorgeous, a thick, long mane of silk. The whole girl was filthy now; the 
body appeared literally stomped flat into the dirt, matted with dry blood. A minute ago, Joe 
would have said that after thirteen years on the force he was immune to gore. He wasn’t. 

Apparently Gretchen was. “Broken nose, broken cheekbone, broken jaw. But prelim, 
Joe. Ron says that wasn’t the direct cause of death.” 

“What was?” 
“Heat. Sun. He showed me. Look at the quality of her skin here.” She knelt and poked at 

the corpse. “There was still circulation for a while. She fried premortem.” 
“That’s just prelim, though.” 
“Right. Ask again tomorrow, especially after Doug sorts through all the pieces from the 

dinosaur. 
fiber samples, complete comb.” She stood up, wagging her head. “Stomped by a 

dinosaur. What a way to go!” 
Joe squirmed back outside the tape and took a casual look at the ground roundabout, 

but the area had been much too trodden over the last few hours to reveal any secrets. Police 
from two counties, the medical examiner, the lab crew, and an infinite number of city folk had 
beaten it to a faceless powder. He crossed the yellow tape again and walked the fifty feet to the 
dinosaur. 

The dinosaur. How Rico would love to see this gizmo! Joe’s son, now ten, had gone 
through a dinosaur phase in kindergarten. Now he seemed off it somewhat and more into the 
mysteries of invertebrate paleontology. Biology. When other kids made models of fighter planes 
and funny cars, Rico created models of animals that had been dead for fifty million years. But 
Rico still related to dinosaurs the way most people treat old family friends. 

A bearded giant appeared at Joe’s side. The man’s tiny black eyes snapped and 
crackled deep behind the coal-black bush. “The best piece of animatronics ever made. Full size, 
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and every limb and feature works independently. Even the eyelids. Computer driven, of course.” 
“Dinosaurs had eyelids?” 
“Hey, pal, what you see before you, that’s what dinosaurs were. Right down to skin 

texture.” 
It was a tyrannosaurus; Joe knew that much; huge, narrow head with beetling brows and 

many, many teeth, tiny clawlike front legs and massive ham-hock hind legs with three huge toes 
on each foot, and dewclaws like a rooster. It stood erect, at least two stories high, gazing at past 
eons with its dark glass eyes. 

Doug Hakamura knelt by the giant toenails, mumbling into his tape recorder as his 
assistant took micro samples from the scaly feet. 

Blackbeard scowled. “They’re not going to damage it, right?” 
“They’ll try not to. I’m Joe Rodriguez.” He offered a hand. 
“Brad.” Brad was not given to handshakes. 
“Brad who?” 
“Brad Pirowsky. Special effects.” He said it as if Joe should have known. 
“This is your work?” 
“Every ounce of it.” 
“How many ounces altogether?” 
“About a ton even. We kept the weight down by using styro for the skin and honeycomb 

aluminum for the framing.” The man’s voice oozed pride. 
“How do you move it?” 
“Around here, what the hey. Let it walk. Cherry picker for positioning; it’s not fully 

maneuverable. Flatbed for distances.” 
Joe stood directly before it a moment, letting the enormity of this beast engulf him. Such 

things once walked around right here in Arizona. This meat eater would have to stoop over to 
peek in a second-story window, and he was not by any means the largest that ever lived. Joe 
was beginning to share a little of his son’s fascination with the age of dinosaurs. 

For a moment he watched the shaggy bear watching the lab techs. “Since I don’t know 
much about this sort of thing, I’ll be bringing in a technical expert tomorrow.” 

“Suit yourself. But I suggest if this piece can impress thirty million movie fans, your so-
called expert shouldn’t have much to add.” 

“No doubt. The man in charge, the director, Grady Golden, where might I find him?” 
“He doesn’t do interviews.” 
“He’ll do this one.” Good thing Joe wasn’t a major movie star earning big bucks. He’d 

never hack it with all these film executive types. 
The bearded giant shrugged. “The double-wide with the landscaping over there.” 
Joe left the special effects expert to fret about his creation’s toenails and stopped by the 

MG for his jacket. Power dressing. Doesn’t do interviews, huh? Hmph. He carefully straightened 
his tie. 

As he shrugged and wiggled into his sport coat, he walked over to the trailer, a camp 
more lavish than most homes. Astroturf spread out before it to fake a lawn, and real geraniums 
bloomed in the window boxes. A refrigeration unit the size of Joe’s toolshed hummed on its roof. 
He knocked at the plastic “carved oak” door. 

A giant even bigger than Pirowsky opened the door and glared. Cool air came tumbling 
out and washed across Joe’s sweaty face. 
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Joe displayed his badge. “Now.” 
The giant disappeared, then reappeared, opened the door wider and offered Joe the 

barest of nods. As Joe stepped in beside him, he judged the man’s height at six-seven. The 
goon looked and acted exactly like something out of a James Bond movie. Something evil. 

The interior of this place matched the outside. Obviously the furniture didn’t just serve 
some function; it made a statement. A glittering chandelier big enough to grace a hotel ballroom 
lighted the formal dining area. 

And the great Grady Golden was dining in it. What was the jarring note? It took Joe a 
moment to figure it out. This was a lovely room perfectly appointed with Queen Anne furniture, 
carpeting, and paneling. The table was set with expensive silver and china. Burning candles 
flickered in the air-conditioned breeze. The menu was strictly gourmet, served in matched 
dishes. But Grady Golden had marred this elegance with papers and scripts and computer 
printouts spread all over. 

In fact, the whole place was cluttered, clean but unkempt with extraneous papers and 
props stacked on every available surface. Apparently the great director, the Golden one who 
could afford the best and richest, could not help but wallow in trash. 

His personal assistant, his girl Friday, sat to his right, and her side of the table was just 
as cluttered. Here was an intriguing woman, sleek and slim, with shoulder-length blonde hair 
that probably was its real color. Her whole being said blonde. It also said airhead. She giggled a 
single giggle; Joe wouldn’t have thought it could be done if he hadn’t heard it; and took a deep 
breath. She was a mouth-breather. Her eyes, a rich, rich blue, followed Joe intently. Catlike. 

The man didn’t look pleased, so Joe didn’t extend a hand. He displayed his 
identification, explained his mission, and all the while tried to shake this feeling of being carefully 
scrutinized by huge blue eyes. 

Grady Golden apparently succumbed to the inevitability of doing an interview. He waved 
toward the chair across from his. “Be sitted. My assistant, Lucinda Cambie.” His thick accent 
bespoke his birthplace, Romania. “Since this iss the dinner hour, and we are two hours out of 
town, you haff not eaten yet.” He raised his voice. “Rose, bring Mr. Rodriguez a service.” 

Joe shook his head. “Thank you, but no. I’m here to ask some questions and then I’ll…” 
Lucinda interrupted him. “Oh, you don’t have to explain. Just sit and eat. I think you’ll like 

the meal; lobster mornay, wild rice, broccoli with hollandaise, and endive salad. Grady prides 
himself on his menus. And his hospitality.” And she did that giggle again. 

Most of Joe’s friends pronounced the ruffly lettuce “en-dive,” if they said the word at all; 
Joe’s friends were basically iceberg lettuce sorts. In her thin, high contralto, Lucinda 
pronounced it “ahndeev.” 

Joe weighed the pros and cons of diplomacy a moment. Here was a man who simply 
had to control. If he felt in control, he would probably open up better. Joe sat down. 

Rose, a short, square-built Mexican lady, popped into existence from the kitchen with 
table service and a grim, businesslike expression. That was another thing Joe noticed about this 
place. You would think making a movie about a monster like that dinosaur would be a barrel of 
fun. Everyone here behaved as if they were working in a funeral home. Of course, one of their 
associates had died this afternoon. That would understandably cast a pall, but the pall went 
deeper than sorrow. 

Rose swiftly and expertly set his place. “Wine or beer, Mr. Rodriguez?” Hint of Spanish 
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accent, east LA specifically. 
More diplomacy. “Wine, thank you.” He unfolded his napkin. “Mr. Golden, the young lady 

apparently lay for several hours before she was discovered. Have you any opinion as to why 
she wasn’t found sooner?” 

“I am but a humble person of foreign birth, but I know a few points of law. This iss Pinal 
County. Phoenix iss Maricopa County. You are out of your jurisdiction. Why are you here?” 
Grady Golden was smaller than Joe and lighter in weight. His forehead extended an inch higher 
now than it probably had in high school, and his remaining hair, mouse-colored, was starting to 
thin. One part or another of him, hands, eyebrows, whatever, seemed always in motion. He 
exuded a sort of impatience, as if the world were never quite doing exactly what he wanted. 

“My supervising officer sent down a lab crew and me from Phoenix. We are on loan, so 
to speak. It’s a frequent practice. I asked…” 

“She probably wass not discovered sooner because we were all in conference. Some 
things had to be changed and I called a meeting.” 

“Over lunch hour?” 
“Yes. Time wasted is time lost. Do help yourself here.” 
Joe served himself from the elegant dishes and didn’t feel the least bit as if he were 

partaking of a lifestyle of the rich and famous. “And the dinosaur was unattended?” 
“Pull the plug and it needs no baby-sitter.” 
“Everyone in the compound attended the meeting? Except, of course, Miss Baugh.” 
“Attendance mandatory.” He pronounced it British style, dropping the o sound 

completely; manda tree. 
“Take roll call?” 
“Not necessary. My people know what they are supposed to do, Mr. Rodriguez. If they 

are supposed to be at a meeting, they are there.” 
“Someone wasn’t.” Lobster mornay is one of the world’s great dishes. Joe paused, 

distracted, to savor this first taste. “Mr. Golden, your lobster mornay is superb. Question: why 
did you choose the hottest month of the year in the nation’s worst desert to start your location 
shooting? Why not wait a month or two? When it would be so much safer and more 
comfortable?” 

“The lighting. Lighting iss everything, and the vivid, direct overhead sun cannot be 
duplicated any other time of year.” 

“You could have duplicated it in May. And it’s even more directly overhead in June.” 
“I would haff preferred to shoot in June, but the beast wass not ready yet. So we are on 

a very tight schedule. Every minute counts.” 
“How many people are qualified to operate the dinosaur?” 
“The Pinal County sheriff asked all these questions earlier. Read hiss notes.” 
“I shall. And he’ll read mine. Then we’ll compare the answers to see if they match. How 

many people are qualified to run the dinosaur?” 
“Five on location here. All were present at the meeting.” 
“How many elsewhere?” 
“Two in Phoenix, at the shop where it wass built.” 
Joe looked at the rich, deep blue eyes. “May I have by tomorrow the names and 

addresses of all seven qualified?” 
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She didn’t even glance at her boss. “Sure.” 
“Thank you. Mr. Golden, I can’t imagine the people at your meeting being so engrossed 

that they wouldn’t notice the dinosaur moving around outside. It’s a story taller than anything 
else this side of Apache Junction, except for a few saguaros. Surely someone saw it moving, or 
heard something.” 

“It iss battery powered and virtually silent. We were gathered under the big marquee you 
may have noticed as you entered. You cannot see the creature from under the marquee.” 

“The creature…as if it were alive.” 
“It iss far more than a machine, Mr. Rodriguez.” More than a machine. That was exactly 

the impression Joe had felt as he stood before it. A massive, brooding, evil presence. How 
could a structure of styrofoam and honeycomb aluminum seem so real, so ominous? 

He worked on Mr. Golden for another hour without learning anything else useful. But 
then he didn’t expect a whole lot from this first interview with an essentially hostile subject. In his 
mind he blocked out more or less where he and Tom ought to go next. Eventually, with profuse 
thanks, he left business cards with the great Golden and his assistant, praised the meal 
effusively, and excused himself. He stepped from artificial cold into the natural heat of the desert 
dusk. 

Doug and Gretchen were still puttering around, but the body had been packaged and 
removed. Newspaper and TV crews had descended in swarms. There was not enough space, 
not enough to see and do, to keep that many newshounds happy. Trucks with satellite dishes 
on their roofs parked everywhere. Joe stayed on the periphery and kept his badge hidden. 

He settled himself under a pole light for a few minutes and made a couple pages of 
notes on the Golden interview while it was fresh in his mind. Next he found crew members here 
and there and drew them aside for informal statements. They all corroborated Golden’s claims, 
except for one item. Brad Pirowsky had arrived quite late, after the conference was well 
underway. Did Golden notice? You bet he noticed. He always noticed little infractions of that 
sort. Did any others arrive late? No. Were any absent? No one could specifically identify any 
absentee. Any comers and goers? Just Miss Cambie, but then she was constantly in and out 
during these meetings. So was Menninger, usually. A man Joe knew from his notes as the key 
grip arranged floodlights around the monster. The fellow threw a switch and transformed the 
beast from a lurking shadow into a horrific reality. With the harsh lights on the ground casting 
their shadows upward, the thing looked even more menacing, and far bigger. Cameras 
appeared out of nowhere, hundreds of them. Official news cameras, camcorders, little pocket 
cameras, touristy cameras... 

“Intriguing, isn’t it? They’ve always been intriguing…and dramatic. Terribly dramatic.” 
Sam Menninger, assistant producer, appeared at Joe’s side. With him was Miss Cambie. “Think 
how many six-year-old boys are dinosaur nuts. Jurassic Park, of course. And look how popular 
that TV special is on those flying things, what’re they called?” 

“Pterodactyls.” Miss Cambie looked bored with Mr. Menninger as she answered. 
“Pterodactyls. That’s it. How popular that TV special on pterodactyls was. Seventh in the 

weeklies, against some heavy stuff. It’s got box office written all over it.” 
“That’d make it dramatic, all right.” Joe Rodriguez wished mightily that his partner were 

here. Tom Flaherty, consummate pro, hardly ever made value judgments about people. And 
even when he did, he never let his opinion get in the way of an interrogation. Joe couldn’t stand 
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this man. He absolutely could not stand him, and for professional purposes he must. Making 
nice always taxed his nerves, and a homicide detective has to make nice a lot. Who says police 
work is glamorous? 

Menninger cleared his throat. “Uh, Mr. Golden suggests that in the future, if you need 
further information, you, uh, come to either Miss Cambie here or myself. We can tell you 
anything Mr. Golden can.” 

Joe looked him in the eye. “Here’s a low-level police detective who wants to boast about 
boogying with the big boys, and Grady Golden doesn’t have time for that. He associates only 
with the power people.” 

“Well, uh…” Mr. Menninger stumbled all over himself. “Of course, Mr. Golden has 
pledged our full cooperation, but it’s…” 

“Right on.” Miss Cambie giggled again. “And I bet you’re not quite as low-level as Mr. 
Golden thinks, or they wouldn’t have sent you down here.” 

“Miss Cambie, you knew the girl well. Tell me about her.” 
“Oh, I didn’t know her nearly as well as Sam here did.” 
Menninger squirmed. “We were, uh, an item for a while. That’s past. Low intensity, uh, 

drifted apart by mutual consent. Uh…” 
Joe prompted, “Miss Cambie?” 
“She was the project groupie. You know.” 
“Explain.” Joe expected Menninger to defend the unfortunate Miss Baugh’s posthumous 

honor; the assistant producer remained silent. 
She giggled again and her eyes looked at various parts of the darkening sky as she 

spoke. “You know what a groupie is, Mr. Rodriguez, a chick who sleeps with anyone and 
everyone connected with a gig.” 

“Sort of like collecting autographs?” 
She shrugged. “Autograph collectors don’t collect the grip, and the best boy, and the 

second unit director, and all the assistant this and thats.” Those blue eyes rolled over to look at 
Menninger. 

“I must line up tomorrow’s shoot. I need your notes, Luce. If you’ll excuse us…” 
Menninger grabbed Miss Cambie’s elbow and exited right. 

Joe wandered down to the marquee Golden had mentioned. Far more than a tent, it 
roofed over trampled desert caliche the size of a warehouse, held up here and there by 
aluminum poles and lots of guy line. It spread a pink and white striped sea of plastic across an 
otherwise tranquil landscape. He paused and turned to look toward the lights. There stood the 
beast in all its floodlit glory, gazing into the night. 

A moving red dot glowed nearby. Joe walked over to it and extended his hand. “Joe 
Rodriguez. Lyle Warner, right?” 

“Right.” Pot-bellied, middle-aged, he sat in a tin chair at a tin patio table, watching the 
media circus from afar. Crisp uniform, close haircut. The Pinal County undersheriff, second in 
command to the Pinal County sheriff. 

The man shook without standing up. Joe clasped his left hand over his right to squeeze, 
because his right had no grip. He hadn’t bothered to do that with Menninger; and Menninger, 
the wimp, didn’t notice there had been no pressure, nor did he offer any himself. 

Warner waved a chubby paw and his voice rumbled, deep and mellow. “Have a seat. 
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Join me. So you’re the guy Jerry sent down. He complimented you, you might like to know. 
Says you’re the best he has, you and that Irish compadre of yours. Your right side there, no 
oomph. You’re the one got run over, right?” 

“Right. Couple years ago, a bust that went sour.”  
Warner chuckled. “Heard about it. Heard you were confined to a wheelchair, and also 

you were out of the service. Obviously, the rumors were false.” 
“I was down a year or so, rehab. Back now, full commission.” 
“Good. Good.” Warner ground out his cigarette and nodded toward the dinosaur. “Real 

mess, ain’t it? Falling all over each other to be first with the news. Hate them pushy news 
people.” 

Joe nodded. “I remember when all a news desk sent was one reporter with a notebook 
and a flash camera. Now they have satellite feed and need eight people to get one story.” 

Lyle chuckled and groped for his cigarettes. “I like your lab crew, ‘specially that blond 
number. What’s her name?” 

“Gretchen.” 
“How she can bounce around like that in this heat beats me.” He had a very pleasant 

voice that purred and vibrated practically at subsonic, as if he might sing bass in a barbershop 
quartet. He extended his pack toward Joe and took one himself. 

“No thanks. You should see her boyfriend, my partner. In fact, he’ll probably be out 
tomorrow. Makes her look like she’s standing still. I don’t get it. Why is Pinal County calling us in 
on this? You’re nowhere near Phoenix Metro’s jurisdiction.” 

Warner lit up as he spoke. “Pinal County, my friend, is in the throes of one of our many 
cheerful little internecine power struggles. A friendly little war. Commissioners versus law 
enforcement. This one’s gonna get major play in national media, and we don’t have the kind of 
lab facilities you people do. Besides, most of this Golden flake’s work is in Phoenix and 
Scottsdale. The Baugh girl’s temporary address was Phoenix. Moon Valley. That’s your 
environs; we don’t know the turf, so we figured we better call you in on it right from the start.” 

“Whose decision was that? Yours or the commissioners’?” 
“Does it matter?” Lyle gazed off at the night sky and probably wasn’t seeing a thing. 
Joe smiled. “Commissioners’. They’re sure you need some big city polish; afraid you’ll 

look like fools when the network news cameras zero in on you.” 
Lyle snorted. “Jerry really filled you in before he sent you.” 
“No. He didn’t say much, actually, except ‘Go look.’ Just a lucky guess; we have 

commissioners too, you know. And from what I know of your overall record, this is a bad county 
to be a criminal in. No reason for anyone to think you couldn’t handle it nicely yourself. But 
commissioner types put a lot more weight on PR than it ought to have.” 

“Don’t they though!” 
Network news. Joe could tell you the exact time, 10:02. All three networks and one indy 

were covering the night’s top story with a live feed. Familiar faces were lined up in front of the 
floodlit dinosaur, trying to avoid getting in each other’s way, talking excitedly to video cams. 
NBC had collared Doug Hakamura for a talking-head spot. Doug hated that muck, and he would 
probably be on the national news shows tomorrow morning. The indy had Gretchen on camera 
now, a wise move, her being so very photogenic and loving to match wits with reporters. 

Joe liked night and darkness as long as he was outside of town. Pure, uncluttered 
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darkness provided the effect of wrapping around, of embracing, of covering. Like right now, for 
instance. The whole western horizon faded gracefully from vivid cobalt blue to starry blue black. 
Until the waning moon came up a couple hours from now, he would see nothing but the 
palpable darkness hugging all its stars close around and feel nothing but the soft air rearranging 
itself into its nighttime temperature. But tonight the dinosaur was destroying night vision, tearing 
the subtle fabric of darkness. 

Joe stretched his legs out and just enjoyed the quiet awhile. Quiet, however, isn’t 
productive in this business. “Learn anything interesting so far?” 

“Learned this whole effin outfit’s the biggest bunch of space cadets since Star Trek. The 
deceased was an assistant director. Despised by Golden’s girl Friday, dismissed as fluff by 
everyone else. Apparently she got the crappy jobs, the drudgery. Slept her way to the title 
‘assistant director.’ She had no actual enemies, no clout, no nothing. No one knows why our 
dinosaur should pick her out among so many and run her down.” 

“How many?” 
“Depends. They sort of flow in and out like the tide. Like ants between the sugar bowl 

and the sink.” 
“Between here and Phoenix?” 
Warner nodded and ground out his second cigarette only half smoked. “And occasionally 

between here and LA or between LA and Phoenix. Quite a mobile flock of turkeys, these. I’d 
guess there were close to seventy-five people here today when it happened. I have a couple 
deputies building a list, but it won’t be complete. By the time the body was discovered and we 
were called in, a dozen people had come and gone.” 

“That’s about the number I got too. You have to wonder how many people it takes to run 
a dinosaur. All employees?” 

“Don’t know of any visitors. In fact, the set’s closed to visitors.” He started groping for 
another cigarette. “She didn’t get squashed, Rodriguez. I mean she did, but that’s not what 
killed her. She died of neglect, lying out under the broiler here. I’ve seen enough fries to know 
what it looks like. She died of the sun.” He thumbed his lighter with a savage flourish. “She was 
pretty. Real beautiful little girl. And if I find the perp that left her like that, he’ll never live to see 
trial.” 


